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1 The plant kingdom is divided into two important groups. What are they?
Flowering and non-flowering plants

2 Why do plants need sunlight?
Plants use sunlight to make food

3 Which group of children are excluded from having rights?
All children have rights

4 What forces are exerted by magnets?
Pushes and pulls

5 What is the plural of woman?
Women

6 Which organisation set the standard for Human Rights around the world?
United Nations

7 What does 2.43 x 10 equal?
24.3

8 Spell "System".
SYSTEM

9 La Boheme, The Marriage of Figaro, Rigoletto and Aida are all examples of what?
Opera

10 Which is the median in this set of data: 2, 4, 4, 8, 10, 16?
6

11 Why do we make a test product?
To make sure our design will work

12 What is the plural of ox?
Oxen

13 In Design and Technology, what part goes through the "Cam"?
Axle
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14 What is the musical term for the words which make up a song?
Lyrics

15 What name do Muslims use for God?
Allah

16 There are forms of light which are invisible to the human eye.  Name one beginning with "U".
Ultraviolet

17 In Design and Technology, what is modelling?
Making a model of your design

18 At a pelican crossing what does a flashing green man mean?
Do not start to cross

19 Of these four musical terms "Tempo; beat; pitch; volume;" which would you tap your toe to?
Beat

20 What is the musical term for instructions which tell a musicial which sharps and flats to play?
Key signature

21 In which language was the Qur'an originally written?
Arabic

22 What is the figure 7 worth in 1.7?
7 tenths

23 The Hallelujah Chorus comes from which work, often performed at Christmas?
The Messiah

24 Spell "Normally".
NORMALLY

25 What colour is a lake on an orienteering map?
Blue

26 Where would you put the best catchers in a rounders team?
On the posts
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27 Muslim prayer beads are called Tasbih.  How many beads does a Tasbih have?
99

28 What is the name of an agreement between countries to share the same law?
Convention

29 Spell "Mineral".
MINERAL

30 While cycling when should you use a bell?
To warn someone you are there

31 Why is smoking a health risk?
Smoking is harmful to the heart and lungs

32 Spell "Education".
EDUCATION

33 To which family of musical instruments does the bassoon belong?
Woodwind

34 What are the two most important pieces of equipment when orienteering?
Map and compass

35 Which digital device would you use to create a "Hard copy" of a document or other file?
A printer

36 Perpendicular lines are lines that are what?
At right angles to each other

37 What does a decomposer do in a food web?
It recycles nutrients by feeding on dead and decaying materials

38 In musical terms, what is duration?
How long a note lasts
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39 Which state has the most densely-packed particles?
Solids

40 Your heart rate can be measured by checking which other rate?
Pulse rate

41 In ICT, what does KB stand for?
Kilobytes

42 When riding in a car what must you always do?
Fasten your seat belt

43 What is 17 minus 8?
9

44 Sound waves travel fastest through what state?
Solids

45 How do you move with the ball in basketball?
Bouncing ball

46 What is the figure 8 worth in 2.089?
8 hundredths

47 What is a podcast?
A digital audio file which can be downloaded from the internet

48 In tennis, when you hit the ball before it touches the ground, it is called a what?
Volley

49 How many faces does a dodecahedron have?
12

50 Where does our non-recycled rubbish go?
Landfill or incinerated
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1 The plant kingdom is divided into two important groups. What are they?

2 Why do plants need sunlight?

3 Which group of children are excluded from having rights?

4 What forces are exerted by magnets?

5 What is the plural of woman?

6 Which organisation set the standard for Human Rights around the world?

7 What does 2.43 x 10 equal?

8 Spell "System".

9 La Boheme, The Marriage of Figaro, Rigoletto and Aida are all examples of what?

10 Which is the median in this set of data: 2, 4, 4, 8, 10, 16?

11 Why do we make a test product?

12 What is the plural of ox?

13 In Design and Technology, what part goes through the "Cam"?
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14 What is the musical term for the words which make up a song?

15 What name do Muslims use for God?

16 There are forms of light which are invisible to the human eye.  Name one beginning with "U".

17 In Design and Technology, what is modelling?

18 At a pelican crossing what does a flashing green man mean?

19 Of these four musical terms "Tempo; beat; pitch; volume;" which would you tap your toe to?

20 What is the musical term for instructions which tell a musicial which sharps and flats to play?

21 In which language was the Qur'an originally written?

22 What is the figure 7 worth in 1.7?

23 The Hallelujah Chorus comes from which work, often performed at Christmas?

24 Spell "Normally".

25 What colour is a lake on an orienteering map?

26 Where would you put the best catchers in a rounders team?
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27 Muslim prayer beads are called Tasbih.  How many beads does a Tasbih have?

28 What is the name of an agreement between countries to share the same law?

29 Spell "Mineral".

30 While cycling when should you use a bell?

31 Why is smoking a health risk?

32 Spell "Education".

33 To which family of musical instruments does the bassoon belong?

34 What are the two most important pieces of equipment when orienteering?

35 Which digital device would you use to create a "Hard copy" of a document or other file?

36 Perpendicular lines are lines that are what?

37 What does a decomposer do in a food web?

38 In musical terms, what is duration?
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39 Which state has the most densely-packed particles?

40 Your heart rate can be measured by checking which other rate?

41 In ICT, what does KB stand for?

42 When riding in a car what must you always do?

43 What is 17 minus 8?

44 Sound waves travel fastest through what state?

45 How do you move with the ball in basketball?

46 What is the figure 8 worth in 2.089?

47 What is a podcast?

48 In tennis, when you hit the ball before it touches the ground, it is called a what?

49 How many faces does a dodecahedron have?

50 Where does our non-recycled rubbish go?
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